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The program
Why care about ages?
The basic problem: why it’s so hard
The different age problems
Quality levels for age estimation methods
Available techniques for stars (mostly older stars)
For young stars see Soderblom et al. (2014, Protostars & Planets)

Boutique to retail to wholesale to industrial: ages in quantity
Pros and cons: there’s no easy answer
Conclusions

Ages: who cares?
Time is of the essence in stellar evolution:
star = f(M, Z, t) (Vogt-Russell theorem)
(and there’s rotation, companionship, detailed composition, etc.)

Or is it? Time is not a direct agent of change, and age cannot
be measured, not like mass and composition.
But one day we will hear of evidence for signs of life – a
biomarker – on an Earth-like planet around another star, and
the critical question will be: How old is that star?
This star of interest will most likely be nearby and by itself in the field,
not part of a cluster. It will probably be fairly old.
How well can we estimate its age?

And there’s Gaia...

The problem of age
What information can we use to estimate the age of a lowmass star (i.e., one that is convective, from birth through the
main sequence) and how can we use it?
How precisely and accurately can we
determine an age? How does that
depend on mass and age?
How can we do better?
Improve both precision and accuracy
Methods that work for any star,
not just some
Methods that work for individual stars,
not just groups
How old is this man?

Some problems looking for ages
Planet formation and the evolution of proto-planetary disks around
young stars (time-scale ~ 10 Myr). PMS stars; groups, single field stars
The dynamical evolution of gas giant planets around solar-type stars
(~1 Gyr?). young to old MS stars, single field stars
Creating a bona fide comparison sample for the Sun based on mass
and age. What is the future of our Sun?
young to old MS stars, one-by-one
Understanding the evolutionary structure and SFH of the Galaxy.
We need ages for low-mass and/or evolved stars to span
the age of the Galaxy and to sample all its components.
SFH, disk “heating,” etc. are intertwined.
Wholesale to industrial: Large numbers; evolved stars

Note that some problems require an age for that star, while others do
not.

Age quality levels
Fundamental:
The physics of the process is fully understood and all the needed parameters can
be measured.

Semi-fundamental: U/Th decay; kinematic traceback
Assumptions must be made but the physics is fundamental.

Model-dependent:
The measured quantities can be predicted through calculations
(asteroseismology, isochrones, lithium depletion boundary)

Empirical:
A physical scenario exists and an empirical age relationship can be established
(rotation, activity, lithium). Calibrated against clusters and stars with modeldependent ages.

Statistical:
A tendency or trend exists (e.g., metallicity, kinematics).

The perfect age indicator
following Barnes (2007)
Measurable for single stars (and always measurable)
Sensitive to age and insensitive otherwise
Variation with age >> inherent scatter or noise
Can be calibrated with quantifiable errors
Underlying physics understood (or at least rationalized)
Establishing the calibration involves a minimum of assumptions

What we’d settle for
Setting useful limits to age
Classifying stars properly (e.g., strong Li in T Tauris)
Sorting stars to get the order of age correct, even if the scale is uncertain
Quantifying an age for a single star or a group

Fundamental ages
An age is fundamental if the measurements and analysis are completely
understood, with no real ambiguities.
There is one fundamental age, that for the Sun:
4,567±1±5 Myr, with the systematic uncertainty having to do with the sequence
of events in the early solar system.
This situation for the Sun underscores why the problem for stars is so difficult.
This independent age determination for the Sun is fundamental to all of stellar
astrophysics.
N.B. Radionuclide age-dating has its start in a paper by Ernest Rutherford in Nature,
1929: (Origin of Actinium and Age of the Earth). “If we suppose that production of
uranium in the earth ceased as soon as the earth separated from the sun, it follows that
the earth cannot be older than 3.4 (Gyr)...” He goes on to compare this to the Jeans
age for the Sun (7000 Gyr!) and notes that U must have been forming in the Sun only 4
Gyr ago.

Semi-fundamental ages
1. Nucleocosmochronology
Ages from radionuclide decay are almost fundamental in that the
physics of the process is completely understood (and it is simple).
Nuclei are 232Th (τ½ ≈14 Gyr) and 238U (4.5 Gyr).
But an assumption must be made about the starting abundance,
generally based on scaling other r-process abundances.
Radionuclide ages offer an opportunity to get ages for some very old
stars in the Galaxy, but these stars are very faint and spectra of very
high quality are needed.

1996ApJ...467..819S

Semi-fundamental ages
Nucleocosmochronology
A case study: CS 22892–052, with
[Fe/H] ≈ –3.1 (Sneden et al. 1996, 2003):
Comprehensive look at heavy elements,
many exotic (Mo, Lu, Au, Pt, Pb, etc.).
Measured Th II feature at 4019Å,
compared to stable elements. Ages
derived:
Th/Eu = 12.8
Th/Ir = 19.2
Th/Pt = 10.5
Th/U > 10.4 Gyr
Average is 14±3 Gyr.
Note that Fowler & Hoyle (1960) got a
Galaxy age of 15±4 Gyr using this
method.
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Nucleocosmochronology III
Thorium ages (Ren et al. 2012, A&A, 537, 118):
Got metals for 77 stars with [Fe/H] from –3.5 to –1.0
Determined Th for 17 stars, with 60 upper limits
Th abundances span 4 dex, with scatter in Th/Eu
Suggests r-process is not universal

Derived ages for 12 stars from Th/Eu from 0 to 23 Gyr
0.2 dex error in Th/Eu produces 9 Gyr error in age

Semi-fundamental ages
2. Kinematic traceback (dynamical ages)
Over time stars in the Galaxy experience gravitational interactions with massive
objects, leading to “disk heating.” Time scale is ~200 Myr.
For very young groups (age < 20 Myr) a dynamical age can be determined by
tracing space motions back in time.
Can use measured expansion rate, back to smallest volume, or when several
groups were closest together.
Depends on the quality of kinematic data (π, proper motions, RV).
Model dependence comes from the Galactic potential used.
Independent of other techniques and is essentially astrometric.

Is used in concert with empirical indicators such as activity.
Gaia should provide critical data for all Galactic kinematics and dynamics, but:
Works only for very young groups.
But, results not always robust (Mamajek; see Soderblom et al. 1311.7024).

Model-dependent ages
1. Lithium depletion boundary (LDB)
Relatively new: first suggested by Rebolo et al. (1992) to tell very-low-mass stars
from brown dwarfs. Both are fully convective, but BDs do not reach a core
temperature high enough (~3 MK) to destroy Li.
Effect first seen in Pleiades (Basri et l. 1996): implied age of >125 Myr, versus ~80
Myr from MSTO.
There are now LDB ages for 9 clusters, and systematically
τ(LDB) ≈ 1.5 τ(MSTO) if core convection not included.
Physics of LDB is simple because stars are fully convective, whereas MSTO may
be affected by various processes.
LDB only works for clusters or groups; it is an ensemble property
(but could be used to set limits for individual stars).
LDB can use more stars than MSTO (mass function): better defined.
LDB age scale is probably the most reliable for τ< 100 Myr.
LDB age scale agrees with MSTO models with core convection, now confirmed
with Kepler seismology.

The LDB in NGC 2547
Jeffries et al. (2005)
Marked curves are
from Chabrier &
Baraffe (1997).
Derived LDB age is
35 Myr (±15%).

30 Myr
50 Myr

Uncertainties of LDB method due to:
position of LDB in CMD
reddening, distance
color-temperature relation

Model-dependent ages
2. Isochrone placement
Deriving Teff, MV, and [M/H] (and uncertainties), then placing a star on calculated
evolutionary tracks.
Very different from isochrone fitting to a cluster, where one has not just more stars,
B. R. Jørgensen and L. Lindegren: Determination of stellar ages from isochrones
129
but a distribution.
1.5

and the observational quantity is much more complicated because the relative abundances of elements in Z may vary (in
particular the α elements versus other elements). These complications are however beyond the scope of this paper and we
simply assume

Isochrones are not invertible, their
distribution in the HRD is non-uniform,
so results and errors can be biased.

Pont & Eyer (2004)
2.5. Assumed
observational errors
Jørgensen & Lindegren
(2005)
Takeda et al. (2007)
In simulations and for illustration purposes we usually assume
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τ [Gyr] =
2.18

2.5

2.85

(2)

Bayesian analysis with PDFs attempts
This is a reasonable approximation for the present purpose of
to overcomeexploring
this the
and
moveof away
fromby isochrones.
methodology
age determination
In real applications, considering that typical observational unthe usual direct
placement
certainties
in [Me/H] are (at(nearest
least) of order ±0.1 dex, this relation
is
still
useful
for
stars
of
about solar metallicity, but should
isochrone). not be used for metal-poor stars.

MV [mag]

[Me/H] ! ζ.

2.0

3.27
3.82
3.0

3.5
ZAMS

4.0

3.85
3.80
3.75
the following standard errors, which are fairly representative of
log Teff [K]
what can be achieved for F and G dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood (Nordström et al. 2004): ±0.1 dex in [Me/H], ±0.01 dex
Fig. 1. HR diagram showing the location of two hypothetical obserin log T eff , and ±0.1 mag in MV . We call these nominal erJørgensen
& Lindegren
2005
3.0) and (3.800, 3.0), with nomivations at (log
T eff , MV ) = (3.825,
rors. However, we shall sometimes consider observational er- nal uncertainties as in Sect. 2.5 (error bars show ±1σ). The zero-age
rors that are half or twice the nominal ones.
main sequence (ZAMS) and selected isochrones for log(Z/Z# ) = −0.2

(![Me/H]) are also shown. The symbols along the isochrones show
where the initial mass is a multiple of 0.01 M# . See text for further
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Jørgensen & Lindegren (2005)
134

Large sample of synthetic stars,
applied several methods to recover
ages.

Can (should) be redone using
Gaia uncertainty estimates.
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Bayesian was consistently most
accurate and with smallest errors,
but:
Errors were 0.20 dex (50%).
Sample was relatively massive and
old; i.e., evolved.
Stars shown have “well-defined”
ages (no limits); large dots have
σ < 20%. They avoid ZAMS region
and solar mass.
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but showing only the data for the 937 stars with
well-defined ages according to the criterion in Sect. 3.6. Large dots
show the subset having a relative precision (!) in age better than 20%.

considered. A relative precision better than 20% (large dots in
Fig. 6) is mainly achieved in a band some 1−2 mag above the
zero-age main sequence.
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Isochrones: Why metalsFigure
matter
3. Metal-rich composition theoretical diagram

Metal-poor composition theoretical HR diagram (Lebreton 2000)
Figure
1. Metal-poor
composition theoretical diagram
Y = 0.256, Z = 0.0104, l /H =1.64
(Y = 0.256, Z = 0.0104, l/H = 1.64p (Lebreton 2000)
with an overplot of the sample of 11 mp-ESPs
with over plot
of a sample of 11 metal-poor ESPs having [Fe/H] < 0.15)

Cayrel (2005)

(Y = 0.324, Z = 0.0346, l/H = 1.64 (Lebreton 2000))
with overplot
of a sample
“Metal-normal”
is solar,of 51 metal-rich ESPs having
“metal-rich”
is
+0.
15 (Hyades)
[Fe/H] > 0.15)
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Metal-normal composition theoretical diagram
Solar composition theoretical HR diagram ( Lebreton1999)
(Y = 0.256, Z =Y0.0175,
= 1.64(Lebreton
2000)) with
= 0.275, Zl/H
= 0.0175,
l/Hp = 1.64
withof
an a
overplot
of the
of 37 metal normal
ESPs
over plot
sample
of sample
37 metal-normal
ESPs
having
0.15 <[Fe/H]< 0.15)

Figure 4. Diagram with both metal-normal and metalrich theoretical isochrones, illustrating the role of metal17
licity in age determinations. For example, 51 Peg and 16
Cyg B have almost the same position in the HR diagram,

The temperature problem (1)
Conventional HRDs have the Sun looking like this:

The real Sun:
Limb darkening
Spots, faculae
Granulation

“Temperature” is an amalgamation of a complex surface
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The temperature problem (2)
Teff can be modeled, but not really measured.
Teff essentially reflects the star’s energy generation.
What we measure are magnitudes and colors, SEDs, and
spectra. These are all influenced by magnetism.
Solar line strengths can vary 1-2% over the cycle.

What is determined to be “temperature” is ill-defined.
Can we come up with a way to more accurately and precisely
compare models to observations? Is there a “characteristic
temperature”?

D. Soderblom
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The temperature problem (2)
Teff can be modeled, but not really measured.
Teff essentially reflects the star’s energy generation.
What we measure are magnitudes and colors, SEDs, and
spectra. These are all influenced by magnetism.
Solar line strengths can vary 1-2% over the cycle.

What is determined to be “temperature” is ill-defined.
Can we come up with a way to more accurately and precisely
compare models to observations? Is there a “characteristic
temperature”?
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Model-dependent ages
Isochrone ages for single stars

No. 2,Obvious
2007

Each curve is for a different star. Some are wellbehaved, some double-peaked, some
indeterminate. (from Takeda et al. 2007)

There is a bias in that certain age ranges are
more likely to produce indeterminate PDFs.
requirement:
highly-accurate
EVOLUTION
OF NEARBY STARS WITH PLANETS. II.
303

parallax, magnitude, and color to get

models, !ð!Y /!Z Þl is the spacing between the lth and (l þ 1)th
and
value luminosity
of !Y /!Z in our
grid temperature.
of stellar models, and !"k is the
spacing between the kth and (k þ 1)th age is the spacing of the
with track
that,
significant
uncertainty
½ Fe/H % j .
outputsEven
in the stellar
with
mass Mi and metallicity
&
R
&
R
þ
!R)
is
defined
to be 1
The indicator
function
I(R
0
remains in: 0
if R0 & R & R0 þ !R and 0 otherwise. For values of the various
spacings between
parameter values
in our grid of stellar models,
Bolometric
correction
see Table 1. The stellar evolutionary tracks are computed with a
relation
variable time Color-temperature
step, so as to efficiently evolve
the star rapidly during the main sequence, but provide the necessary temporal resoluwith
that,
composition
crucial.In
tion toEven
accurately
model
the early
and late stages is
of evolution.
order to facilitate the numerical integration, we interpolate within
Derived ages are probabilistic, not
each stellar track to provide each of the observable and derived
deterministic
(uneven
physical
quantities at a series
of stellarspacing
ages, each of
separated by
!". The value of
!"
varies
between
stars
to
reflect
the
!"k ¼isochrones
and
complex
interplay
of
speed of stellar evolution for each track (see Table 1). It is important toerrors).
note that we interpolate only in time within a single evolutionary track and not between stellar tracks of different masses or
compositions. Thus, our interpolation does not suffer from any of
the complications typically associated with stellar isochrone fitting.
For a given set of observations, we can compute the marginal quantities by summing the product of the prior times the likelihood evaluated at each time of each evolutionary track.
In practice, the measurement uncertainties for each of the param-
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Fig. 2.— Normalized age probability distribution functions ( PDFs) of sample
stars. HD 101614 (solid curve) and HD 193307 (dot-dashed curve) have ‘‘well-

Model-dependent ages
3. Asteroseismology
Newest method employed, and with the most promise.
The idea: Detect equivalent of solar 5-minute oscillations in stars.
In stars we cannot resolve surfaces as for the Sun, so detected modes
are the low-order ones.
oscillation frequencies

sound speed

interior density

age

Detecting oscillations is even harder than detecting planets.
RVs need < 1 m/s precision; photometry needs ~1 ppm
Extremely high S/N, but signal is periodic
Continuous data, minimal sidelobes: go to space
Prior to Corot/Kepler, networks needed for ground-based.
Long stares: frequency resolution ~ 1/T

Asteroseismology (cont.)
Getting an age has meant detailed models for each star, and
that requires temperature, luminosity, and composition.
“Boutique” mode: hand made

We want to at least get to retail (100s - 1000s), wholesale
(100,000+), but Gaia is industrial scale (109+)

Asteroseismology,–,
how,does,it,work?,

,Sound,speed,
"1 p "1kT
2
c =
=
#
µ

Turning,radius,
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%
(
l
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&
)
2
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,

) diagram

Christensen-Dalsgaard (1994)

Cen B
Sun
Cen A

= Xcore

age

Velocity
amplitudes of solar-like oscillations
H. Kjeldsen and T. R. Bedding: Amplitudes of solar-like oscillations: a new scaling relation
Note velocity amplitudes
are ~10-40 cm/s

Kjeldsen & Bedding (2011)

y amplitudes of solar-like oscillations compared to the (L/M)0.7 scaling (left) and also compared to the new relation given by Eq. (17)

Asteroseismology:
Pre-CoRoT and Kepler ground-based successes
Star

Osc. age

Other age

Reference

ν Ind

>9 Gyr

ι Hor

625±5 Myr
(Hyades)

0.4 – 6.7 Gyr

Vauclair et al. 2009

μ Ara

6-8 Gyr

1.5 – 6.4 Gyr

Bouchy et al. (2005)

β Vir

4.0±0.3 Gyr

3.5 Gyr

Eggenberger & Carrier (2006)

70 Oph AB

6.2±1.0 Gyr

Bedding et al. 2006

Eggenberger et al. (2008)

r

Kepler stars with detected oscillations
Kjeldsen et al. (2010), Chaplin et al. (2011)

Note position of Sun
Symbol size is larger for greater amplitude
Kjeldsen et al.: Asteroseismology with Kepler
Few detections
at or below 1.0 MSun
5
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Long Cadence
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Fig. 3 The HR diagram for all KASC targets observed
during Q0 – Q3. SC targets are mostly main-sequence and
dwarf stars (sdB and white dwarfs) while LC targets are
mostly stars with a large stellar radius.

Seismology in the Kepler era

– 11 –

Chaplin, Basu, et al. (2013, KASC MS):
Use pipelines to go to retail and analyze
dozens of stars, but with basic quantities,
not detailed fitting.
Top is all stars with detected
oscillations (red arrow to Sun).
Note most detections older and more
massive than Sun.

Bottom stars have spectroscopic
[Fe/H], log g, etc.

Fig. 2.— Top panel: HR diagram of the full cohort of stars. Temperatures are from the

– 30 –

– 25 –

Chaplin, Basu, et al. (2014, ApJS):
Multiple models and pipelines for stars with detected oscillations.
Use only Δν and νmax, not individual frequencies.
Age uncertainties ~34% (all stars) and 25% (with spectra).
Note errors are systematic.
Detailed frequency fitting (plus spectra) gets errors to ~10%.

all stars

with spectra

Seismology in the Kepler era
rms photometric noise vs. Teff (Chaplin, Bedding et al. 2011, ApJL)
noise is interpreted as activity

2011 May 1black points have detected oscillations

noise/activity inhibits detection

Sun

Chaplin

Asteroseismological ages
Results are model-dependent, but so is everything.
Also, different models and different analysis routines can yield
significantly different answers (Chaplin, Basu et al. 2014), up to ~25%
even with good spectra to help.
Input physics also matters (e.g., EOS; Valle et al. 2013).
The best cases are exquisitely precise (e.g., 16 Cyg AB at 6.8±0.3 Gyr;
Metcalfe et al. 2012).
Also important: Silva Aguirre et al. (2013; Stellar ages and convective
cores in field main-sequence Kepler targets) detect convective cores in
stars slightly more massive than the Sun. This is a confirmation of this
physics and unifies cluster age scales.

1972ApJ...171..565S

Empirical age estimators

Skumanich (1972)

Rotation, both Prot and v sin i
Activity, mainly Ca II HK but also
x-rays and Hα
Lithium abundances
Errors may be dominated by systematics because we do not
understand the physics. There are reasonable scenarios for
all these, but no predictive power.
Any one indicator may work in some age/mass ranges and
not others.

AM loss and decline of activity
Solar-type stars undergo several observable changes as they
age. These all appear to be related to convection in some
way, either directly (Li depletion), or through the dynamo
mechanism.
The scenario:
Rotation (esp. differential rotation) + convection ➯ dynamo (B fields)
Magnetic field + ionized wind ➯ angular momentum loss (spindown)
Magnetic fields manifested as activity (Ca II HK, Hα, x-rays)
This scenario is based on what we see on the Sun.
This mechanism provides feedback, so rotation rates converge over time.

“Gyrochronology”
Using rotation to determine age

1000

NGC 2264

5Myr

100
10

Overall decline of rotation with
age for solar-type stars studied
for 40+ years (Kraft 1967).
Note >20x scatter at ZAMS but
almost none in Hyades; the
convergence takes place in
~300 Myr, but then AM loss
slows down.
Recent work by Barnes (2007)
and Mamajek & Hillenbrand
(2008).
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appears at about 10 ⌦ corresponding exactly to the saturation threshold of the magnetic field. By c
Equations 2.1, the dynamo and the mass loss rate prescription with the expression of dJ/dt, we finall
the angular momentum loss-rate as a function of angular velocity.
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“Gyrochronology”

Results

same data, different view
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Rotation-age (cont.)
Gyrochronology uses the Sun as the anchor for old stars and
assumes the t–1/2 power law.
Kepler seismic ages have the potential to more fully test and
calibrate this method. This is in progress.
Relation for below ~0.8 MSun not well known.
Not useful above ~1.2 MSun: too little change (and short lives)

Limitations of using rotation
Difficult to detect in older stars (low contrast from few spots):
A practical problem
Biases results for an ensemble: you are more likely to detect rotation
in the more active stars

Calibration for older stars is lacking.
Calibration for metal-poor stars is lacking.
“Noise” from:
Differential rotation
Close-in planets (tidal effects)
Merged planets (comingled AM)

These effects are systematic

Empirical ages 2: Ca II HK
Fig. 3. Zoom of radial velocity measurements showing the presence of
p-modes in the time series with periods of around 8 min. The semiamplitude of about 2 m s−1 does not represent the individual amplitude
of p-modes but comes from the interference of several modes.

The cores of strong lines arise
high in the atmospheres of stars,
the chromosphere.

Fig. 5. Bisector velocity span of the CCF profile of HD 160691. White
circles correspond to the night average.

Flux is low relative to continuum,
and continuum is in UV. Contrast
for old stars (like μ Arae here) is
low.
HK is indirect (driven by rotation)
and variable:
Long-term cycles
Rotation
Fig. 4. Typical Cross
Correlation Function of HD 160691 with location of the intervals used to compute the bisector velocity span Vt −Vb .
Random variations
(dividing the CCF in 100 slices). We defined the “bottom” velocity Vb and “top” velocity Vt by averaging the values in the
range 10–35% and 70–95% of the CCF depth, respectively. The
difference Vt −Vb is equivalent to the bisector velocity span and
is used to measure the variations of the line profile. The result
of our bisector analysis is presented in Fig. 5 at the same scale

Fig. 6. CaII H and K lines for HD 160691 showing no chromospheric
activity.

corresponds to a log R"HK = −5.034 ± 0.006 (Noyes et al. 1984).
As mentioned by Santos et al. (2004b) this value, in close

HK vs. age calibration
HK vs. age calibration from
Soderblom et al. (1991): raw
and corrected for disk
heating.
Saturation at young ages.
These are averages!

D. Soderblom
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Ca II HK calibration 1
1278

MAMAJEK & HILLENBRAND

Vol. 687

Note the inherent scatter,
even for old stars (M67).
Rotation, spots, cycles, and
random variability all
contribute to ~±0.1 dex for
the Sun.

Fig. 3.—Color vs. activity for 23 nonidentical [!(B $ V ) ' 0:05] stellar binaries (see x 3.1.1). A typical error bar for (B $ V ) colors ("0.01 mag) and for a
0
observation ("0.1 dex) is illustrated by the cross. The pair on the
single log RHK
right side with the large slope is the pathological binary HD 137763.

Robinson 1992) and that the mean slope is m ¼ 0:51 " 0:29.
The true median of the slope is m̃ ¼ 0:60þ0:34 (Gott et al. 2001).

0
Fig. 4.— (B $ V )0 vs. log RHK
for members of several stellar clusters in Table 5.
Filled triangles are %5Y16 Myr Sco-Cen members (including Upper Sco, " Pic,
UCL, LCC), open squares are %130 Myr old Pleiades stars, filled circles are
%625 Myr old Hyades stars, and open triangles are %4 Gyr old M67 members.
Linear fits to the cluster data are shown by dashed lines. The circled dot is the Sun.
0
for solar-type field stars (median
The solid line represents the median log RHK
0
log RHK values for 8 color bins from a sample of 1572 unique stars in the activity
surveys of Henry et al. [1996] and Wright et al. [2004]).
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Consistency check #1: stars
in binaries.
Not impressive.

Fig. 3.—Color vs. activity for 23 nonidentical [!(B $ V ) ' 0:05] stellar binaries (see x 3.1.1). A typical error bar for (B $ V ) colors ("0.01 mag) and for a
0
observation ("0.1 dex) is illustrated by the cross. The pair on the
single log RHK
right side with the large slope is the pathological binary HD 137763.

Robinson 1992) and that the mean slope is m ¼ 0:51 " 0:29.
The true median of the slope is m̃ ¼ 0:60þ0:34 (Gott et al. 2001).
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No decline in HK after ~2
Gyr? (Pace, 2013)

G. Pace: Chromospher

Ages from GenevaCopenhagen Survey:
systematics?

Fig. 1. log R!HK versus age diagram.

the correction of Soderblom et al., this probably spurious value

Statistical methods
Both metallicities and space motions show trends with age
(but could be Galactic gradient too for [M/H]).
These trends are important for studying the Galaxy but are
purely statistial: they do not apply to individuals. (Note the
space motions of the Sun and of the α Cen system.)

The perfect age indicator
following Barnes (2007)
Measurable for single stars
Sensitive to age and insensitive otherwise
Variation with age >> inherent scatter or noise
Can be calibrated with quantifiable errors
Underlying physics understood (or at least rationalized)
Establishing the calibration involves a minimum of
assumptions

How well do they do?
1. Fundamental and semi-fundamental methods
A truly fundamental age is only available for the Sun
From Solar System material, not the Sun itself

Semi-fundamental U/Th decay ages only for very old Pop II stars
Requires hi-res, high S/N spectra of stars one at a time: expensive
Cannot do Pop I due to strong blends: limited
Produces unrealistic ages: unreliable
And they are highly imprecise (~2x): measurement very difficult
Expensive

Kinematic traceback works only for <~ 20 Myr and only for groups.
Longer than that and the errors in the observations produce large age
uncertainties. Also, the Galactic potential gets less certain.
Spectroscopic criteria (activity, Li) are generally applied as well.
Validity has been questioned.

Practicalities: isochrone placement
Requires ordinary photometry plus good parallaxes: cheap
Eliminating degeneracy needs [Fe/H] from spectra: somewhat
expensive
Vulnerable to transformation errors (esp. Teff): systematic errors
Cannot do near-ZAMS due to degeneracy: somewhat limited
Requires careful analysis (Bayesian) to take account of systematics:
not necessarily for amateurs
Based on modest extensions of solar models: should be reliable
Models not tested for low-metal stars: potential systematic effects
No firm age returned, only a PDF that is not always well-defined:
non-deterministic; potential systematic effects
Works best above ~1.2 MSun

Practicalities: asteroseismology
Requires dedicated campaigns or space hardware: very expensive
But can do many stars at once in a field photometrically: multiplex
Not all stars show their oscillations: mostly more massive and older
than Sun
Based on modest extensions of solar models: should be reliable
But models differ: unreliable?
Models not tested for low-metal stars: potential systematic effects
There is a giant at [M/H] = –2 in Kepler field

Requires precise estimates of Teff, gravity, [M/H]
Well-suited to older stars
May work for evolved stars
May be a stepping stone for empirical indicators

Practicalities: rotation
Requires simple photometry: cheap
Expected periods ~1–6 weeks: needs dedicated telescope
Not calibrated for non-Pop I stars
But this can be done by observing more clusters

Inherent biases and uncertainty:
Not all stars detected at all times
Differential rotation
Tidal effects

Not yet understood in physical terms
Not yet calibrated for old stars

Practicalities: activity
Requires low-res (R = 4000) spectra: modestly cheap
Not calibrated for non-Pop I stars: observe more clusters
Signal is very weak for old stars: untested for older than Sun
Inherent biases and uncertainty:
Tidal effects
Variability (cycles, rotation, random)

Not yet understood in physical terms
Can use multiple indicators:
Ca II HK: high-contrast
Ca II IRT: more accessible
X-rays: only detected in young stars, and noisier

MSTO: the standard
Location of MSTO highly sensitive to age, especially for very
young clusters with massive stars, but:
Also vulnerable to doubles.
Often few massive stars in sparse clusters.
Physics of massive stars not fully understood and may be
systematically wrong: e.g., core convective overshoot, diffusion,
rotationally-induced mixing.
Stellar physics of MSTO stars changes with age of cluster (lower
masses).

LDB ages and Kepler seismology support the “new” cluster
age scale (up by ~50%)

Going industrial
Right now seismic ages are boutique (hand-made, one at a time).
Uncertainties can be ~10%, sometimes better.
Recent efforts go to retail (dozens of stars) at lower precision: 25-35%.
Some problems (esp. Galactic) demand wholesale to industrial
quantities (10,000 – 100,000+). How can we do that?
Large-scale ages must be done with readily obtained quantities from
photometry or moderate-resolution spectra.
Obvious means: rotation periods, activity (HK), isochrones.
Rotation vs. age probably less noisy (than activity) but requires detection of lowamplitude variations. Not all stars detectable.
Use stars with seismic ages to calibrate for older stars.
We need to detect oscillations in lower-mass stars
Models for stars and systematics

For highly-evolved stars, seismic amplitudes are high (~mmag):
oscillations >> mass >> age
visible across Galaxy

What Gaia does for ages (1)
Young and pre-main sequence (<~100 Myr):
Dynamical/kinematic ages for some groups.
Reveals full 3-D structure of star-forming regions:
May help understand apparent scatter in luminosities
Should improve models of PMS stars
Less ambiguity about extinction and reddening
Zero ambiguity about distances

IRT spectra reveal active stars
Some young, many probably RS CVns
Can build high-precision ZAMS from solar neighborhood single stars
Spread in initial He?

What Gaia does for ages (2)
Clusters:
Removes distance uncertainty out to ~2 kpc
Essentially alll known open clusters
Much broader range of composition sampled
Greatly reduces uncertainty in reddening and extinction
Much better CMD fitting

Should greatly improve membership and dynamics
Both PMs and RVs
Detect binaries
Find oddballs that are bona fide members?

What Gaia does for ages (3)
G dwarfs:
Negligible distance uncertainty out to ~1 kpc
Luminosity uncertainty will have no π component
Extinction remains, and there’s the B.C.
Improve BCs with Gaia SEDs, π, etc.?

But the temperature axis remains sloppy
Use Gaia bands and SEDs to improve temperature precision?

Red giants:
Likewise, but extinction more important.

What Gaia does for ages (4)
Populations:
Gaia enables good volume-limited samples
Important for SFH

Gaia kinematics will lead to well-determined σU σV σW
These can provide age estimates for populations.

Can probe deeply away from Galactic plane
Disk heating

Calibration of models/ages
Empirical ZAMS from young stars
Need spectra to weed out close binaries

Open clusters critical to reduce free parameters
Assume same age and composition
Mass is the independent variable

Stars with well-determined parameters
Gaia benchmark stars
Kepler and Corot stars with detected oscillations and detailed
models
There are many
But limited range of parameter space

The Kepler field
Offers calibrating stars with excellent seismology
~1,000 G dwarfs
Bazillion red giants

G dwarfs with seismology are V=9-12, at ~300 pc, so
π/Δπ < 1%
These are excellent benchmarks.
Can use granulation signal in power spectrum to get log g.
Lots of Keck HIRES spectra, but Teff, log g not consistent.
Data archived at IPAC.

Don’t forget eclipsing binaries, subgiants
Subgiants can have mixed modes with very precise ages.

Hopes for the future
The high-precision photometry of CoRoT and Kepler can give us
enough good ages that we can more critically test other parts of the
picture and calibrate other age indicators.
If we can someday understand the solar dynamo well enough to
predict the behavior of the 11-year cycle, we can then start to
understand stellar dynamos. Then maybe stellar spindown and the
decline of activity can move from empirical to a model-dependent
methods.
K2, the rebirth of Kepler: Pleiades, Hyades, M67.
Improve agreement between stellar models (CNO abundances).
Detect g modes.
We will find that planet with the biomarker, establish the age of its host
star, and gain an entirely new insight into the story of life.

1913–2013:
A century of
photoelectric
photometry

Deutsches Museum, München, 2013-02

With thanks

of passbands including Sloan griz, a special-purpose
passband referred to as D51 (centered on the Mg I b
triplet at 518.7 nm), and JHKs from the 2MASS catalog. The lower panel of Figure 7 shows various color
indices (Kp − λ) predicted– 7by
– BLENDER both for the primary star alone and for the blend. Those of the primary
are
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byperiodic
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we find
that
a
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periodogram
analysis to detect
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Kepler: The stealth solar physics mission
❖ Built

for dips: transits and eclipses
(planets and binaries)

❖ Adapted

for wiggles:

❖

Gross scale: spots,
rotation & diﬀerential rotation

❖

Fine scale: oscillations

The
for
port
tion
bits
star
fits

corresponding to periods between 0.05 day and 100 days. The rotation period for a given star
was determined from 2-6 time-intervals distributed over the four quarters. These intervals
were selected to avoid and minimize the effect on the measured period from multiple spot
groups and trends not removed by the data processing. For all periods reported we have
examined - by eye - the periodogram and raw and phased light curves. We have also checked
the periods independently using the CLEAN algorithm of Roberts et al. (1987). Figure 3
shows the normalized Aperture photometry Corrected Flux (ACF) for a single member of
NGC 6811. In addition to the clear modulations due to stellar spots, low frequency trends
are visible for each quarter as well as discontinuities between quarters. The five intervals
selected for measurements of the rotation period are shaded grey.

❖ But

then there’s bumps:
flares and other transients
3971507, r=13.9, T=5244, g=4.0, R=1.84

Flux Change (%)
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0

fit is statistically indistinguishable from best fit planet model, also
shown for reference. Bottom: Measured colors for Kepler-9 (dots)
compared with the predictions from the blend model in the top
panel. A small amount of extinction (0.15 mag kpc−1 ) has been
included in these predictions. The results without considering ex30
tinction differ little, and are shown with dotted lines. The color
measurements clearly rule out such a blend.
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Kepler FOV
❖ Cygnus/Lyra
❖b

≈ +13.5º
❖ ~100 square degrees
❖ G dwarfs at ~300 pc
for V ≈ 12; this means
Z ≈ 100 pc,
or one scale height.
❖

Recently-formed stars
are not expected in
this field.

❖ ~150,000

selected targets
in field are observed.

❖ ~100,000

are “solar-type.”
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Kepler target sample
❖

Intended to be predominantly G dwarfs
❖
❖

Gs are photometrically quiet (Sun is ~10 ppm); Ks and Ms suspected to be noisier
Good balance between frequency and luminosity
❖
❖
❖

❖
❖

❖

G spectra ideal for RV follow-up (many narrow lines)
We understand the Sun

Pre-launch ground-based photometry to estimate stellar properties:
Kepler Input Catalog (KIC)
❖
❖
❖

❖

Stars get fainter much faster than they get numerous
Need brightness to get photons for S/N (detecting planets)
Need brightness for high-resolution spectra to confirm planets

SDSS griz plus DDO 5180 Å (Mg b-band)
Temperature is easy (±100 K), but KIC temp’s may be systematically low
Gravity is hard and imprecise (but essential to cull non-dwarfs)

Sample changes slowly with time
❖
❖
❖

5,000+ dropped each quarter
Some dwarfs turn out to be giants (can often tell from photometry alone)
Some targets not good for planet detection (noisy)

❖

Sample includes examples of almost every stellar type
❖ ~1,000 observed at 1-minute cadence (remainder at 30-minute)
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The Kepler sample
❖ Clean

distinction between dwarfs
(blue) and giants (red).
❖ Ndwarfs/Ngiants ~ 7.
❖ Temperature distribution the
inverse of what’s ideal for flare
studies.

14

Figure 1. Top: KIC-based Surface Gravity – Effective Temperature HR-diagram of the stars in the analysis sample. The dash
line marks the delineation to separate dwarfs (blue) and giants (red). Center: Histograms of the surface gravity for the dwarfs (b
giants (red). The vertical dashed lines mark the median surface gravity values. Bottom: Histograms of the effective temperatur
dwarfs (blue) and giants (red). The vertical dashed lines mark the median temperature values.

Figure 2. Temperature distributions (binsize = 100 K) of the stars selected as dwarfs (top) and giants (bottom). The color-coding
illustrates the separation of the dwarfs and giants into temperature groups (i.e., spectral types).

Ciardi, von Braun et al. 2011, AJ, 141, 108
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Operations, data access, ancillary studies, …
❖ One

single, staring field, ~100 square degrees

❖

Rotated 90º every 3 months to keep solar panels oriented
❖ A full-frame image is also taken every quarter
❖ Only

designated pixels are read-out and downloaded (once/month).
❖ Full access to Kepler data limited to science team (planet hunters)
❖

Paranoia over false positives or scoops

❖ Data

released by “quarters” (and slowly)

❖

“Q0” was a shake-down week; “Q1” was 33.5 days
❖ Q2 is most recent public release
❖ Data
❖

pipeline delayed and imperfect; Q4 and later much better

Jumps, gaps, spurious trends; spacecraft safings and glitches

❖ But

still, the data are extraordinary in quality, duration, persistence

❖ This

has enabled rich astrophysics (KASC) across the HRD

❖

Kepler science meeting in December (NASA-Ames)
❖ IAU Special Session 13 in Beijing (2012-08)
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